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The Four Chances for Error*
The Looked But Failed to See MC/Car Crash

Understanding the four chances for error and the associated visual 
phenomena

Help to further our understanding of the Looked But Failed to See 
(LBFTS) Right-of-way Violation (ROWV) motorcyclist/car collision 
scenario 

Help to formulate recommended actions for both riders and drivers 
that will lessen the chance of these types of collision occurring 

A brief look at the SMARTER website 
* Kevin Williams, UK M/C safety professional & researcher
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Two scenarios 

1. OVD at intersection pulling out in front of an oncoming MC 

2. OVD at intersection turning left across the path on an oncoming MC
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This material underlies:

1. The reasons traditional motorist awareness programs do not 
work

2.  The development of SARx2 (SSAARR) a research based search  
system for drivers which focuses on identifying vulnerable 
road users
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Key points

1. OVD caused crashes are often incorrectly reported as 75% (old data 
inappropriately interpreted)

2. Myth - some crashes are due to intentional hostile action by OVD

3. If only cagers would put down their phones

4. The human eyes and brain are not the equivalent of the lens of a camera

5. The commonsense argument that “if it is visible, we will see it if we look hard 
enough” simply isn’t true. 

6. Failure to see is not the same as failure to look
 - Failure to see does not mean failure to look or failure to look twice or 
  failure to look properly 
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The Four Chances for Error

1.  Didn’t look

2.  Looked but couldn’t see

3.  Looked, motorcyclist visible but didn’t see
 - inattentional blindness
 - saccadic masking or saccadic suppression 
 - motion camouflage

4.  Looked, saw but miscalculated
 - size-arrival effect 
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What do you know about?

inattentional blindness

 saccadic masking or saccadic suppression 

 motion camouflage

size-arrival effect 

We will briefly review these perceptual phenomena today however, if your 
knowledge is limited, please consider further study. 
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First Error Chance

Didn’t look. Did the driver fail to look?  

 Riders 
 - need to be aware of situations that might be complicated for drivers, 
  reduce speed and be prepared to take evasive action. 

 Drivers 
 - need to eliminate distraction while driving and take extra time to focus 

 at unfamiliar road layouts.  At intersections drivers must Stop 
  fully and Search with specificity
     SS
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Second Error Chance

Looked but couldn’t see

Riders
 - have the responsibility to ride in a position to be seen 

Drivers 
 - should Rock their upper body while looking and take more time 
  searching - allowing the motorcyclist to “appear” if driver’s 
  vision is blocked. Drivers must understand the need to look 
  around pillars and roadside obstacles

     SS  R
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Third Chance for Error
  

Looked, motorcyclist visible, but didn’t see

The driver looks, the motorcyclist is visible, but the driver never 
becomes aware of the motorcyclist.   

 - Inattentional Blindness
 - Saccadic masking or saccadic suppression. 
 - Motion camouflage
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Third Chance for Error
Riders 
 - should strongly consider wear Hi-Viz gear and adding auxiliary lights. Research 
  does indicate that riders can benefit from making themselves more  
  conspicuous (visible) HOWEVER the bottom line is it depends so don’t count 

 on it. 

Drivers 
 - should look near, middle-distance and far while Asking themselves if there a is 
  pedestrian, bicyclist or motorcyclist approaching? Next, Answering that 
  question to focus their attention. Drivers should take more time moving their 

 head and should keep their eyes moving in lock-step with their head. This will 
 lessen the chance a motorcyclist will be lost in a saccade and provide time for 
 the motorcyclist to appear if blocked from the driver’s vision.  

SSAAR
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Fourth Chance for Error
Looked, saw but miscalculated

The driver looks, the motorcyclist is visible, the driver sees the motorcyclist but fails to 
correctly judge the speed and distance of the motorcyclist.  

 - size-arrival effect 
 - motorcyclist speeding

Riders
 - have the responsibility to slow down and approach intersections with 

  caution and readiness to brake.

Drivers
 - should assume the motorcyclist they see will arrive at the collision 
  point sooner than they think - and choose to wait. 
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Lastly
Extra time for the driver to search and for the motorcyclists to act is 
provided if the driver Rolls slowly into the intersection as opposed to 
concluding all is clear and just accelerating quickly 

SSAARR or SARx2

Stop
Search with specificity & intention
Ask
Answer while
Rock(ing)
Roll (don’t just gas it) 
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Summary 
Four chances for error

1.  Didn’t look

2.  Looked but couldn’t see

3.  Looked, motorcyclist visible but didn’t see
 - inattentional blindness
 - saccadic masking or saccadic 
  suppression 
 - motion camouflage

4.  Looked, saw but miscalculated
 - size-arrival effect 

SAR x 2 or SSAARR
• Stop 
• Search
• Ask
• Answer
• Rock
• Roll

Share your thoughts – ask a question
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petterson@pobox.com
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